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CONTROVERSIAL PROP.
REGS. ON DISGUISED
SALES OF PARTNERSHIP
INTERESTS-IRS JUMPS
INTO THE DEEP END
By RICHARD M. LIPTON
The impact of the new Proposed Regula-
tions on Subchapter K and other parts of
the Code is mind-boggling. Almost every
type of partnership, from hedge funds to
sophisticated real estate ventures to gar-
den-vanety family businesses, in which one
partner puts in cash and another withdraws
it, will be subjected to very burdenseme
reporting and disclosure rules. A strong
argument can be made to send these
Proposed Regulations back to the drawing
board.
RICHARD M. LIPTON is a partner in
the Chicago office of the law firm of Bak-
er &' McKenzie LLP and is a past chair of
the ABA Tax Section. He is a regular
contributor to THE JOrJINAL as well as co-
editor of its Shop Tak column.
Copyright © 2005, Richard M. Lipton.
ENew rules under Section 707(a)(2)(B) (REG-149519-03,11/26/04;the "Proposed Interest Regula-
tions") are certain to be controversial.
They create a presumption under which
any transfer of money, property, or other
consideration (collectively referred to as
"consideration," and including the as-
sumption of a liability) by a partner (the
"purchasing partner") to a partnership
and a transfer of consideration by the
partnership to another partner (the "sell-
ing partner") will be treated as a disguised
sale of an interest in the partnership by the
selling partner to the purchasing partner.
Moreover, this disguised sale is deemed to
occur as of the date of the first transfer. As
a result, many routine (and non-abusive)
transactions will be deemed to be sales for
tax purposes.
The Proposed Interest Regulations al-
most certainly will come back to haunt the
IRS if they are finalized in their current
form. They effectively provide partners
with a means to avoid Section 706(d),
and-by causing a "deemed sale" to occur
at a prior date-they are inconsistent with
other provisions in the Code as well. The
harshest impact of the Proposed interest
Regulations may be on investment part-
nerships, which will find that any nonliq-
uidating distributions could have severe
tax consequences to the partners.
BACKGROUND
Section 707(a)(2)(B), enacted in 1984,
provides that under Regulations pre-
scribed by the Service, transfers to and by
a partnership that are more properly char-
acterized as transactions between the
partnership and one who is not a partner
or between two or more partners acting
other than in their capacity as partners
will be treated as transactions that are not
between a partner and the partnership. In
1992, the Service issued lengthy guidance
(the "Property Regulations") under Sec-
tion 707(a) (2) (B) that addressed whether
transfers of property by a partner to a
partnership, or transfers of property by a
partnership to a partner, should be treated
as a disguised sale of property by the
transferor. The Property Regulations con-
tained presumptions, exceptions, and de-
tailed rules concerning whether a transfer
of encumbered property would be treated
as a disguised sale.1
One of the more notable aspects of the
Property Regulations was the reservation
of rules concerning the disguised sale of
partnership interests.2 Some commenta-
tors believed that such rules had been re-
served because of the difficulty in distin-
guishing between routine transfers of cash
to and from a partnership to its partners
on the one hand and sales of partnership
interests on the other.3 The fundamental
problem confronting the Service in deal-
ing with this issue is that partnerships reg-
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ularl7 make cash distributions and re-
ceive cash contributions, whereas
property contributions are relatively
rare events in the life of a partnership.
Thus, although experience has shown
that the Property Regulations are
workable, applying the same format to
cash contributions to and cash distrib-
utions by a partnership would have a
much broader sweep.
Notwithstanding all of the potential
problems, and amid warnings from
some practitioners that this was a diffi-
cult area (and one which the IRS might
be better off avoiding), the Service has
now taken the plunge and attempted to
attack this question by issuing Prop.
Reg. 1.707-7, which generally follows
the format of the Property Regulations.
The Case Law Leading up to Section
707(a)(2) (8)
Section 707(a)(2)(B) was enacted pri-
marily in response to three court deci-
sions in which the Service's attempts to
find a "disguised sale" of either proper-
ty or a partnership interest was reject-
ed by the courts.
Otey. In the first (and most famous) of
these cases, Otey, 70 TC 312 (1978),
aff'd 634 F.2d 1046,47 AFTR2d 81-301
(CA-6 per cur., 1980), the taxpayer
formed a partnership with another in-
dividual to construct FHA-financed
housing on property owned by the tax-
payer. Pursuant to the partnership
agreement, the taxpayer contributed
property to the partnership at an
agreed value of $65,000, and an FHA-
insured construction loan of $870,000
was taken out in an amount greater
than needed for the construction. The
taxpayer then received a distribution
of $65,000, and thereafter the parties
were 50/50 partners.
The IRS argued that the substance
of this transaction was a sale of the
I A detailed discussion of all aspects of the
Property Regulations is beyond the scope of
this article. See generally Howard and
Delany. "Partner Transactions Under the
Final Section 707 Regs. and New Law," 78
JTAX46 (January 1993).
2 Reg. 1.707-7,
3 Lipton, "Can There Be a Disguised Sale of a
Partnership Interest?" 4 J_ Passthrough
Entities, No- 1 (Jan-Feb 2001), page 5
(" Lipton article").
land to the partnership. The courts,
however, treated the transaction ac-
cording to its form of a contribution
that was nontaxable under Section 721
followed by a distribution that was
nontaxable under Section 731.
ComSat. In the second decision, Com-
munications Satellite Corp., 625 F.2d
997, 45 AFTR2d 80-1189 (Ct. Cl.
198C), the taxpayer was a member of
an international joint venture that op-
erated a global commercial communi-
cations satellite system pursuant to a
U.N. directive. The taxpayer had made
an initial capital contribution to the
joint venture. When six countries were
admitted to the joint venture several
years later, the taxpayer received a dis-
tribution from the joint venture that
was traceable to the funds contributed
by the new members.
j ex lother
;tei Vtetn ales in
rales on
SIn Iof the
Here, too, the Service argued that
the substance of this transaction was a
sale of an interest in the joint venture
by the corporation to the new mem-
bers. The Court of Claims, however,
emphasized that there were no negoti-
ations between the incoming partners
and the corporation, and there were no
contracts of sale between the old and
new partners. All the facts simply indi-
cated that the transaction constituted a
capital contribution by the new part-
ners and a distribution to the old part-
ners that was nontaxable under Sec-
tion 731.
Jupiter. In the third case, Jupiter Corp.,
51 AFTR2d 83-823 (Cls. Ct., 1983), the
taxpayer was a partner in a partner-
ship. Two new limited partners were
admitted to the partnership in ex-
change for a cash contribution, and the
money was subsequently distributed to
the taxpayer.
The IRS claimed that the cash was
taxable under Section 741 as the pro-
ceeds of a sale of a portion of the tax-
payer's partnership interest, whereas
the taxpayer claimed that the money
was a nontaxable distribution under
Section 721. The Claims Court empha-
sized that the form of a transaction
was a contribution followed by a dis-
tribution, and that such form was con-
sistent with the parties' intent. Citing
Otey and Communications Satellite, the
court found that the transaction was
simply a nontaxable distribution un-
der Section 721.
The Statute and Legislative History
Congress responded to these three de-
cisions in DRA '84. It recognized that
the case law permitted taxpayers to en-
gage in nontaxable transactions involv-
ing contributions and distributions
that were, in Congress's view, economi-
cally indistinguishable from a sale. Its
response was Section 707(a)(2)(B).
The legislative history emphasizes
that Treasury should be mindful in is-
suing Regulations that Congress was
concerned with transactions that at-
tempt to disguise a sale of property
and not with non-abusive transactions
that reflect the various economic con-
tributions of the partners. Further,
Congress did not intend to change the
general rules under Sections 721, 731,
and 752 to the extent of contributions
of property encumbered by liabilities
not incurred in anticipation of the
transaction or shifting of liabilities of
the partnership incurred other than in
anticipation of the contribution.
Section 707(a) (2)(B)'s legislative
history states that Congress anticipat-
ed that the Regulations would apply
when the transfer of money or proper-
ty from the partnership to the partner
is related to the transfer of money or
other property to the partnership in
such manner that, taking into account
all the facts and circumstances, the
transaction substantially resembles a
sale or exchange of all or part of the
property (including an interest in the
partnership). A contribution of en-
cumbered property would not consti-
tute a disguised sale to the extent re-
sponsibility for the debt is not shifted,
directly or indirectly, to the noncon-
tributing partners.
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The legislative history further indi-
cates that the Regulations may provide
for a period, such as three years, dur-
ing which contributions by and distri-
butions to the same or another partner
normally will be presumed to be relat-
ed. In addition, the legislative history
notes that when a partner contributes
property to the partnership and that
property is borrowed against, pledged
as collateral for a loan, or otherwise re-
financed, and the proceeds of the loan
are distributed to the contributing
partner, there will be no disguised sale
to the extent the contributing partner
retains liability for repayment of the
borrowed amounts.4
.-Under theitiming rule, the
transfersthat never occurred
241re de"nied'to'haVe occurred
for all purposes Ilunder th
Thus, notwithstanding that Con-
gress enacted Section 707(a)(2)(B) to
overrule Otey, the legislative history
states that Congress anticipated that
the result in Otey would not be
changed by this provision.
The Property Regulations
The Service issued Proposed Regula-
tions (the Property Regulations) to
implement Section 707(a)(2)(B) as it
applies to transfers of property to or
from a partnership in 1991, and (as
noted above) these rules were finalized
in 1992.5
Generally, if a transfer of property
by a partner to a partnership and one
or more transfers of money or other
consideration by the partnership to
that partner constitute a sale in whole
or in part (taking into account all of
the facts and circumstances), the
transfers are treated as a sale, in whole
or in part, to the partnership. 6 The
Property Regulations set forth ten
facts and circumstances that should be
taken into account in making this de-
termination.7
Furthermore, if within a two-year
period a partner transfers property to
a partnership and the partnership
transfers money or other considera-
tion to the partner (without regard to
the order of the transfers), the trans-
fers are presumed to be a sale of the
property to the partnership unless the
facts and circumstances dearly estab-
lish that the transfers do not constitute
a sale.6 Taxpayers are required to dis-
close any transfers that are subject to
this presumption that are not treated
as part of a sale,9 Transfers made more
than two years apart are presumed not
to be a part of a sale.lO
Some of the most important as-
pects of the Property Regulations are
its exceptions for certain distributions
and its treatment of liabilities.
Exceptions. There are three major ex-
ceptions from application of the Prop-
erty Regulations.
1.A reasonable guaranteed pay-
ment for the use of capital or a reason-
able preferred return is presumed not
to be part of a disguised sale. A safe
harbor is created in the Property Reg-
ulations under which a return is "rea-
sonable" if it does not exceed 150% of
the AFR.11
2. An operating cash flow distribu-
tion is presumed not to be part of a
disguised sale. Cash flow is defined as
taxable income or loss of the partner-
ship, increased by tax-exempt interest,
depreciation, amortization, and other
non-cash charges, and decreased by
principal payments, property replace-
ment or contingency reserves actually
established by the partnership, capital
expenditures not made from reserves,
and other nondeductible cash expen-
ditures.12 Any unpaid operating cash
flow distributions, together with any
reasonable preferred return or guaran-
teed payment, can be accumulated and
carried forward. 13
3. The reimbursement of certain
pre-formation expenditures incurred
by a partner is not treated as part of a
disguised sale. 14
Liabilities. The most complicated as-
pect of the Property Regulations is the
rules concerning whether a disguised
sale arises on a transfer of property
subject to liabilities or a liability-fi-
nanced distribution to a partner.
In general, the Property Regula-
tions provide that a contribution of
property subject to a liability (other
than a "qualified liability") results in a
disguised sale to the extent that the
contributing partner's share of the lia-
bility is decreased as a result of the
transfer. The contributing partner's
share of the liabilities of the partner-
ship is generally determined using the
rules under Section 752.15
Any qualified liability, which is gen-
erally defined as a liability that is more
than two years old or that was incurred
to acquire the transferred property, is
generally disregarded in applying this
rule.'6 Likewise, if a partner transfers
property to a partnership, the partner-
ship incurs a liability, and all or a por-
tion of the proceeds of that liability are
transferred to the contributing partner
within 90 days of the date the liability
was incurred, the transfer is taken into
account only to the extent that the
amount transferred exceeds the con-
tributing partner's share of the liabili-
ty.17
As a practical matter, this rule al-
lows a partnership to make a pro rata
distribution of debt proceeds to its
partners or, in the alternative, a non
pro rata distribution of proceeds of a
liability to a partner to the extent that
the liability is allocated to that partner
under Section 752.
Disguised sale by the partnership. The
Property Regulations also address
whether a transfer of property by a
partnership to a partner and a related
contribution of money or other consid-
4 S. Prt. No. 91-169, 98th Cong, 2d Sees. 230-
231 (1984); H_ Rep't No. 98-861, 98th Cong.
2d Sess. (1984).
5 See note 1, supra.
6 Reg. 1.707-3(a(1).
7 Reg. 1.707-3(b).
8 Reg. 11707-3(c)(1).
9 Reg. 1.707 3(c)(2). The procedures for mak-
ing this disclosure are in Reg. 1.707-8.
10 Rag. 1.707-3(d).
11 Reg. 1.707-4(a).
12 Reg. 1.707-4(b).
13 Reg. 1.707-4(c).
14 Reg. 1.707-4(d). This excepton is a "safe
harbor" and not the presumption that
applies to the other exceptions in Reg.
1.707-4. These distributions, however, must
be disclosed under Reg. 1.707-3(c(2).
15 Reg. 1.707-5(a).
16 Reg. 1.707-5(a(5).
17 Reg, 1.707-5(b)(1).
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eration by the partner to the partner-
ship should be treated as a disguised
sale of property by the partnership.16
Generally, the rules concerning trans-
fers of property by a partner to a part-
nership are used for this purpose, in-
cluding the rules applicable to qualified
and nonqualified liabilities.
In particular, if a partner assumes
or takes property of a partnership sub-
ject to a nonqualified liability, the part-
ner is deemed to contribute cash to the
partnership to the extent that the
amount of the liability exceeds the
partner's share of the liability immedi-
ately before the transfer.19 These trans-
fers are also subject to disclosure if not
treated as a disguised sale.20
Effective date and the impact on dis-
guised sales of partnership interests.
The Property Regulations contained
an interesting effective date provision.
Under Reg. 1.707-9(a), (1) all transfers
after 4/23/91 are considered to be dis-
guised sales to the extent provided in
Regs. 1.707-3 through -6, and (2) all
transfers that occurred before 4/24/91
are treated as disguised sales to the ex-
tent so provided in the Code and the
legislative history. Thus, the IRS essen-
tially preempted the field by issuing
legislative Regulations (as authorized
by Congress) to determine when there
had been a disguised sale of property
to or from a partnership.
The reference in Reg. 1.707-9(a)(2)
to the legislative history was rather cu-
rious, because the legislative history
was not closely followed in the Proper-
ty Regulations. Indeed, one of the ulti-
mate ironies of the Property Regula-
tions is that Congress enacted Section
18 Reg. 1.707-6(a).
19 Reg. 1.707-6(b)(1).
20 Reg. 1.707-6(c).
21 See Lipton article, supra note 3; Rubin and
Whiteway, "New Developments in Dis-
guised Sales of Partnership Interests," 3 J.
Passthrough Entities, No. 6 (Nov-Dec 2000).
22 Under the Proposed Interest Regulations, it
appears that there would not be a disguised
sale in FSA 200024001 because there was a
complete redemption of a partner's interest
for cash, but there would be an argument
that there was a disguised sale in TAM
200037005 even though the original part-
ners merely received a distribution of "old
and cold" property of the partnership.
707(a)(2)(B) in order to reverse the re-
sult in Otey but, as noted above, be-
cause the taxpayer had received a debt-
financed distribution of cash. after
contributing property to a partner-
ship, Otey likely would have prevailed
in whole or in part if his case had been
decided under the Property Regula-
tions.
An argument could be made that
the Service had shown, through the
manner in which it exercised its rule-
making authority granted under Sec-
tion 707(a)(2)(B), that the statute
should not be deemed to have been
self-executing prior to 1991 because of
a lack of clarity in the directions given
by Congress. Thus, the argument
would go, there was no such thing as a
"disguised sale of property to or by a
partnership" prior to 4/24/91 because
of the absence of Regulations on the
topic.
This issue is, of course, now ancient
history with respect to the Property
Regulations. Because the treatment of
disguised sales of partnership interests
was not addressed in the Property
Regulations, however, a dispute arose
as to whether the IRS had the authori-
ty to conclude that there was a dis-
guised sale of a partnership interest
absent the issuance of Regulations on
the topic. The Service took the posi-
tion in FSA 200024001 and TAM
200037005 that it did have this author-
ity pursuant to the statute and its leg-
islative history. Commentators were
divided on this subject.21
In the FSA, the IRS found a dis-
guised sale when the other partners in
a partnership agreed to make a capital
contribution to permit the partnership
to redeem the interest of a departing
partner. In the TAM, the Service went
even further, finding a disguised sale
when "old and cold" property of a
partnership was distributed out to the
original partners in a partial redemp-
tion of their interests. Thus, in the
TAM the IRS went much further than
the courts had refused to go in Jupiter
and Communications Satellite, finding a
disguised sale of a partnership interest
even though there had been no contri-
bution by a new partner that had been
distributed to the pre-existing part-
ners.
Although not discussed in either
the FSA, the TAM, or the prior litera-
ture, one of the arguments against the
IRS is that by reserving Regulations on
disguised sales of partnership inter-
ests, while otherwise preempting the
field, the Service was indicating that
the statutory provisions were not self-
executing. This issue could have be-
come merely an academic one, except
that the Proposed Interest Regulations
are likely to revive the question.
The Proposed Interest Regulations
provide that they apply to all transfers
that are part of a sale of a partnership
interest on or after the date that final
Regulations are issued by the Service,
but that the tax consequences of all
transactions that occurred after
4/24/91 and before the date of final
Regulations on the treatment of dis-
guised sales of partnership interests
will be determined on the basis of the
statute and legislative history. In light
of the vague and ambiguous guidance
presented in the legislative history, the
prior reservation of Regulations on
this topic, and the two-decade interval
between the adoption of the statute
and the Service's issuing Proposed
Regulations concerning disguised
sales of partnership interests, it ap-
pears that this proposal was more in-
tended to validate the Service's posi-
tion in FSA 200024001 and TAM
200037005 (that there could be a dis-
guised sale of partnership interests in
the absence of Regulations) than to
provide practical guidance to taxpay-
ers.
22
THE PROPOSED INTEREST REGULATIONJS
The operative provision in the Pro-
posed Interest Regulations is Prop.
Reg. 1.707-7(a)(1), under which, ex-
cept as otherwise provided in the Pro-
posed Interest Regulations, if a trans-
fer of consideration by a purchasing
partner to a partnership and a transfer
of consideration by the partnership to
the selling partner are described in
Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(b) (1), the transfers
are treated as a sale, in whole or in
part, of the selling partner's interest in
the partnership to the purchasing
partner.
Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(b)(1) treats
transfers as constituting a sale if, based
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on all of the facts and circumstances,
(1) the transfer of consideration by the
partnership to the selling partner
would not have been made but for the
transfer of consideration to the part-
nership by the purchasing partner, and
(2) in situations in which the transfers
are not made simultaneously, the sub-
sequent transfer is not dependent on
the entrepreneurial risks of partner-
ship operations.23
In applying the "facts and circum-
stances" test to determine whether the
transfer of consideration constitutes a
sale, Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(b)(2) states
that the weight to be given each of the
facts and circumstances will depend
on the particular case, Generally, the
facts and circumstances existing on
the date of the earliest of the transfers
are the ones to be considered in deter-
mining if a sale exists. Among the facts
to be considered are that:
I. The timing and amount of all or
any portion of a subsequent transfer
are determinable with reasonable cer-
tainty at the time of an earlier transfer.
2. The person receiving the subse-
quent transfer has a legally enforceable
right to the transfer or that the right to
receive the transfer is secured in any
manner, taking into account the period
for which it is secured.
3. The same property (other than
money, including marketable securi-
ties that are treated as money under
Section 731(c)(1)) that is transferred
to the partnership by the purchasing
partner is transferred to the selling
partner.
4. Partnership distributions, alloca-
tions, or control of operations are de-
signed to effect an exchange of the
benefits and burdens of ownership of
transferred property (other than mon-
ey, including marketable securities that
are treated as money under Section
731 (c)(1)), including a partnership in-
terest.
5. The partnership holds trans-
ferred property for a limited period, or
during the period of time the partner-
ship holds transferred property the
risk of gain or loss associated with the
property is not significant (in each in-
stance, excluding money and mar-
ketable securities that are treated as
money under Section 731(c)(1)),
6. The transfer of consideration by
the partnership to the selling partner is
disproportionately large in relationship
to the selling partner's general and con-
tinuing interest in partnership profits.
7. The selling partner has no oblig-
ation to return or repay the considera-
tion to the partnership, or has an
obligation to return or repay the con
sideration due at such a distant point
in the future that the present value of
that obligation is small in relation to
the amount of consideration trans-
ferred by the partnership to the selling
partner.
8. The transfer of consideration by
the purchasing partner or the transfer
of consideration to the selling partner
is not made pro rata.
9. There were negotiations between
the purchasing partner and the selling
partner (or between the partnership
and each of the purchasing and selling
partners with each partner being
aware of the negotiations with the oth-
er partner) concerning any transfer of
consideration.
10. The selling partner and the pur-
chasing partner enter into one or more
agreements, including an amendment
to the partnership agreement (other
than for admitting the purchasing
partner) relating to the transfers.
Presumptions
The Proposed Interest Regulations
adopt the same presumption that is in-
cluded in the Property Regulations,
i.e., there is a two-year presumption
applicable to contributions and distri-
butions.
Specifically, under Prop. Reg. 1.707-
7(c), if within a two-year period a pur-
chasing partner transfers consideration
to a partnership and the partnership
transfers consideration to a selling
partner (without regard to the order of
the transfers), the transfers are pre-
sumed to be a sale, in whole or in part,
of the selling partner's interest in the
partnership to the purchasing partner
unless the facts and circumstances
clearly establish that the transfers do
not constitute a sale. In contrast, Prop.
Reg. 1.707-1(d) provides that if the
transfers are more than two years
apart, they are presumed not to be a
sale unless the facts and circumstances
clearly establish otherwise.24
Liquidating distributions. There is
one other important presumption in
the Proposed Interest Regulations. Un-
der Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(e), notwith-
standing the potential application of
the two-year presumption to certain
transfers, if a partnership transfers
money (including marketable securi-
ties treated as money under Section
731 (c)(1)) or is treated as making such
a transfer under the rules concerning
liabilities (discussed below) to a'sell-
ing partner in liquidation of the selling
partner's interest in the partnership,
the transfer is presumed not to be a
sale, in whole or in part, of the selling
partner's interest in the partnership
unless the facts and circumstances
clearly establish that the transfer is
part of a sale.
This exception to the two-year pre-
sumption does not apply to a transfer
of property to a partner in liquidation
of the partner's interest, so that it will
not apply to transactions in which the
selling partner attempts to defer gain
recognition under Section 731. Fur-
thermore, because of the "facts and
circumstances" proviso, there will be
no certainty that this exception applies
even to a liquidating distribution. It
would be an improvement if this ex-
ception were instead turned into a safe
harbor in the final Regulations.
In addition, there does not seem to
be a good reason to limit this excep-
tion to cash distributions. As discussed
below, it is a far-fetched construct to
envision that there has been a dis-
2 The Proposed Interest Regulations adopt
the same "but for" test used in Reg. 1.707-
3 for purposes of determining whether there
is a disguised sale of a partnership interest,
although commentators had suggested that
transfers not be treated as a disguised sale
of a partnership interest unless either (1)
such transfers were directly related, or (2)
both transfers would not have been made
but for the other transfer (a "double but for"
tesfl The Service expressly rejected both of
these alternatives out of concern that cer-
tain transactions that should be treated as a
disguised sale of a partnership interest
would not be covered.
24 The IRS expressly rejected commentators'
11) observation that timing presumptions are
not helpful because they have done little to
promote certainty, and (2) suggestion that
timing presumptions should apply only to
extraordinary distributions. The Service
believed that these concerns were
addressed by the safe harbors in the
Proposed Interest Regulations.
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guised sale of a partnership interest if
a new partner contributes cash and a
pre-existing partner receives a distrib-
ution of property in liquidation of its
interest, particularly if there is signifi-
cant time between the two events.
Disclosure
The Property Regulations rely on dis-
closure to enforce the presumption
that transfers of property to or from a
partnership within two years are treat-
ed as a disguised sale. The Proposed
Interest Regulations adopt a similar
approach.
Under Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(k), disclo-
sure to the IRS in accordance with Reg.
1.707-8 is required when a partner
transfers consideration to a partnership
and the partnership transfers consider-
ation to another partner within a sev-
en-year period (without regard to the
order of the transfers), and the partners
do not treat the transfers as giving rise
to a sale of a partnership interest, unless
the transfers fall within one of the safe
harbors discussed below.
The seven-year disclosure period,
instead of the two-year period current-
ly found in Reg. 1.707-3(c)(2), came at
the suggestion of the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation. At the same
time, the Service also proposed that the
disclosure period under the Property
Regulations be extended to seven years.
Presumably this extended disclosure
period is intended to conform the dis-
closure rules in Section 707(a)(2)(B)
with the anti-abuse rules in Sections
737 and 704(c)(l)(B).265
This aspect of the Proposed Interest
Regulations will be very burdensome
25 The extended disclosure period was sug-
gested by the Joint Committee staff in
response to certain transactions entered
into by Enron, in order to make it easier for
the Service to implement a "facts and cir-
cumstances" analysis in transactions occur-
ring more than two years apart. The IRS
requested comments on whether the disclo-
sure requirement should be extended to a
period that is more than two years but es
than seven years. Because the application of
Sections 737 and 704(c)l1)(B) is mandatory
whereas Section 707(a)(2l(B) applies based
on all of the facts and circumstances, there
is no logical reason why the disclosure peri-
od for the latter section should depend on
the period established by Congress for the
former sections.
26 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a)(8).
27 fd.
for most partnerships. The current dis-
closure rules in Reg. 1.707-3(c)(2) are
not overly burdensome because con-
tributions of property to partnerships
are not that common, and contribu-
tions combined with distributions
within two years (or even seven years)
are still not that frequent. In contrast,
many partnerships regularly need cap-
ital and distribute excess capital, be-
cause partners do not want their part-
nerships to hold on to money any
longer than necessary.
Absent application of one of the
limited safe harbors, a partnership
would be required to separately dis-
close each and every contribution
made to the partnership if there was a
distribution to any partner within sev-
en years, and vice versa. Thus, if this
rule is finalized, it can be anticipated
that most partnerships will be re-
quired to make annual disclosures un-
der Prop. Reg. 1.707-8.
Safe Harbors
The Proposed Interest Regulations
provide "safe harbors" under which
certain types of transfers are disre-
garded.
I. Transfers resulting from a termi-
nation of a partnership under Section
708(b)(1)(B) are not taken into ac-
count.2
6
2. Transfers incident to the forma-
tion of a partnership cannot result in a
disguised sale of a partnership interest,
although such transfers could result in
a disguised sale of property under the
Property Regulations.27 Presumably
the Service recognized that it was not
possible to have a disguised sale of a
28 The partnership merger and division
Regulations are already ore of the most sig-
nificant traps in Subchapter K. See Sloan,
Lipton, Harrington, and Frediani, "New Prop.
Regs. Provide Expanded Guidance on
Partnership Mergers and Divisions-Parts 1
and 2," 93 JTAX 198 (October 2000) and 93
JTAX 261 (November 2000); see also Rubin
and Whiteway, "Creative Transactional
Planning Using the Partnership Merger and
Division Regulations," 95 JTAX 133
(September 2001). The potential treatment
of such transactions as disguised sales of
partnership interests will make this area
even more treacherous.
29 Prop. Reg- 1.707-7(g).
30 A reasonable preferred return or guaranteed
payment can be at a rate up to 150% of the
AFR under Section 1274.
partnership interest as of the date of
formation of a partnership because no
interests exist that could be sold. These
exceptions do not specifically address
partnership mergers and divisions,
however, so that it is possible that such
transactions could result in a disguised
sale of a partnership interest, particu-
larly if money is distributed to some
partners but not to others in partial re-
duction of their interests.28
3. Any transfer of money, including
marketable securities treated as money
under Section 731(c)(1), to and by a
partnership that is engaged in profes-
sional services is disregarded.29 For
purposes of this rule, a professional
partnership is defined by cross refer-
ence to Section 448(d)(2), which de-
fines "qualified personal service cor-
poration." For purposes of applying
this rule, partners are treated as em-
ployees of the partnership and "part-
nership interest" is substituted for
"stock" in testing for ownership by the
employees performing services. As a
practical matter, this exception means
that the annual readjustment in capital
and profits interests of the partners in
service partnerships will not give rise
to taxable disguised sales of partner-
ship interests. On the other hand, the
exclusion of service partnerships
means that all other partnerships (in-
cluding particularly investment part-
nerships in which there are frequent
partial redemptions of interests) are
subject to these rules.
4. The Proposed Interest Regula-
tions specifically adopt the exceptions
set forth in Reg. 1.707-4, which prevent
certain transfers from being treated as
part of a disguised sale under the
Property Regulations. These excep-
tions apply to (a) a reasonable guaran-
teed payment, (b) a reasonable pre-
ferred return, (c) distributions of
partnership cash flow (as defined in
Reg. 1.707-4(c)), and (d) reimburse-
ment of pre-formation expenses.
EXAMPLE: If in a single transaction and
pursuant to a plan (1) a new partner
makes a contribution of cash to a part-
nership, (2) the interests of the existing
partners are converted into preferred
interests, and (3) the partnership pays
a reasonable preferred return or rea-
sonable guaranteed payment-0 to the
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other partners in the partnership for a
period in excess of two years, then
notwithstanding that the economic
consequences of this transaction are
similar to a sale, the Service would be
able to treat this transaction as a sale
only if IRS could overcome the pre-
sumption in Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(d)
with respect to the eventual redemp-
tion of the preferred interest.3l
As a practical matter, the incorpo-
ration of the exceptions in Reg. 1.707-4
into the Proposed Interest Regulations
are likely to be the most important
planning and "due diligence" consider-
ation for practitioners if these Regula-
tions are finalized in their current
form. A partnership will need to test
all of its nonliquidating distributions
each year to make certain that they
qualify for the exceptions provided in
Reg. 1.707-4. Otherwise, any transfer
by a partnership to a partner could be
caught within the broad sweep of the
rules concerning disguised sales of
partnership interests and, in any event,
could be subject to the mandatory dis-
closure rules. Indeed, if the seven-year
disclosure rule in Prop. Reg. 1.707-8 is
adopted, a partnership will have to
carefully examine each and every dis-
tribution in order to determine if dis-
closure is required.
Liabilities
As noted above, the most complicated
aspect of the Property Regulations is
the rules concerning liabilities, in Reg.
1.707-5. The Service has drafted simi-
lar rules for the Proposed Interest Reg-
ulations, although the proposed rules
may be even more sweeping than the
existing ones.
Under the Proposed Interest Regu-
lations, any assumption of liabilities by
a partnership, or any assumption of li-
abilities by a partner, could give rise to
a disguised sale. The only significant
exception in the Proposed Interest
Regulations is that a change in a part-
ner's share of the liabilities of a part-
nership due to reallocations of part-
nership liabilities among partners, and
the resulting deemed contributions
and distributions under Section 752,
do not in and of themselves give rise to
a disguised sale.32
Under Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(2), for
purposes of determining whether
there has been a disguised sale of a
partnership interest, a partnership that
assumes a liability of a partner is treat-
ed as transferring consideration to the
partner to the extent that the amount
of the liability exceeds the partner's
share of that liability immediately after
the partnership assumes the liability
(within the meaning of Regs. 1.752-
1(d) and (e)).ss If the partnership as-
sumes the liabilities of more than one
partner pursuant to a plan, a partner's
share of the liabilities assumed by the
partnership pursuant to that plan
equals the sum of that partner's shares
of the liabilities assumed by the part-
nership, provided that this rule will not
apply to any liability assumed by the
partnership with a principal purpose
of reducing the extent to which any
other liability assumed by the partner-
ship is treated as a transfer of consid-
eration to a partner?'u
Similarly, if a partner assumes a lia-
bility of a partnership, the partner is
treated as transferring consideration
to the partnership to the extent that
the amount of the liability exceeds the
partner's share of that liability imme-
diately before the partner assumes the
liability. If more than one partner as-
sumes a liability of the partnership
pursuant to a plan, the amount that is
treated as a transfer of consideration
by each parent is the amount by which
all of the liabilities assumed by the
31 This example illustrates how a transaction that
is economically similar to a sale of a partner-
ship interest can be excluded from the scope
of the Regulations, whereas other transac-
tions (discussed below) that are not in any
manner similar to a sale could be covered.
32 Prop- Reg. 1.707-7(j)(1). Nevertheless, if a
transaction otherwise is treated as a sale of
a partnership interest, the amount of the
consideration paid is determined by taking
into account any deemed contributions or
distributions under Section 752
33 Under Reg. 1.752-1(d), a person is consid-
ered to assume a liability only to the extent
that (1) the assuming person is personally
obligated to pay the liability, and (2) if a part-
ner or a related person assumes a partner-
ship liability, the person to whom the liability
is owed knows of the assumption and can
directly enforce the partner's or related per-
son's obligation for the liability, and no other
partner or person that is a related person to
another partner would bear the economic risk
of loss for the liability immediately after the
assumption. Under Reg. 1.752-1 (e), if proper-
ty is contributed by a partrer to the partner-
ship or distributed by the partnership to a
partner pursuant to the plan exceed
the partner's share of all of those liabil-
ities immediately before the assump-
tion, provided that this rule will not
apply to any liability assumed by a
partner with a principal purpose of re-
ducing the extent to which any other
liability assumed by a partner is treat
ed as a transfer of consideration.35
For purposes of determining each
partner's share of a liability, Prop. Reg.
1.707-7(j)(4) adopts rules similar to
those in Reg. 1.707-5 (a)(2). Specifical-
ly, a partner's share of a recourse liabil-
ity of the partnership equals the part-
ner's share of the liability under the
rules of Section 752. The determina-
tion of whether a liability is recourse is
made under Reg. 1.752-1(a)(1). A
partner's share of a nonrecourse liabil-
ity of the partnership is determined by
applying the same percentage used to
determine the partner's share of excess
nonrecourse liabilities under Reg.
1.752-3(a)(3). The determination of
whether a liability is nonrecourse is
made under Reg. 1.752-1(a)(2).36As
in the Property Regulations, if at the
time that a partnership assumes a lia-
bility it is assumed that the transfer-
ring partner's share of the liability will
be reduced pursuant to a plan that has
as one of its principal purposes mini-
mizing the extent to which the as-
sumption is treated as part of a sale,
the subsequent reduction must be tak-
en into account.37
partner and the property is subject to a liabili-
ty of the transferor, the transferee is treated
as having assumed the liability, but only to
the extent that the amount of the liability
does not exceed the FMV of the property at
the time of the contribution or distibution.
34 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(2). The scope of this
exception is not completely clear, but it
appears to be a "heads IRS wins, tails tax-
payers lose" provision under which each
assumption of a liability is taken into account
to maximize the amount of the considers-
Ion deemed to be transferred.
35 Prop- Reg. 1.707-7l31.
s Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(i)(4).
37 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(5). See Reg. 1.707-
5ja)(3). The Proposed Interest Regulations
do not answer one of the open questions
concerning this provision, i.e., whether the
repayment of a liability constitutes a reduc-
tion of a partner's "share" of the liability pur-
suant to a plan. An argument could be made
that this rule applies only when the
assumed liability is shared differently among
the partners lend not if the liability is repaid
in its entirety).
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The Proposed Interest Regulations
also contain special rules concerning
debt-financed transfers of considera-
tion by partnerships. If a partnership
incurs a liability and all or a portion of
the proceeds of that liability are alloca-
ble under Temp. Reg. 1.163-8T to a
transfer of consideration to a partner
within 90 days, the transfer is taken
into account only to the extent that the
amount of consideration transferred
exceeds that partner's allocable share
of the liability.38 A partner's allocable
share of a liability is determined by
multiplying the partner's share of the
liability (as determined under Prop.
Reg. 1.707-7(j)(4)) by a fraction of
which the numerator is the amount of
the liability allocable to the partner
and the denominator is the total
amount of the liability.39
The formula gets even more com-
plicated if, pursuant to a plan, a part-
nership transfers to more than one
partner all or a portion of the proceeds
of one or more liabilities. In that event,
all of the liabilities incurred pursuant
to the plan are treated as one liability,
and each partner's allocable share of
those liabilities equals the amount ob-
tained by multiplying the sum of the
partner's share of each of the respec-
tive liabilities by a fraction of which
the numerator is the portion of those
liabilities allocable to the considera-
tion transferred to the partners pur-
38 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(6)(i).
39 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j](6)(ii)(A).
40 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(6)(ii)(B)( 1).
41 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(6)(ii)(B)(2).
42 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7j}(6)(ii(C).
43 Suppose the partnership borrows $1,000 on
a nonrecourse basis but one partner guaran-
tees 50% of that liability. The partnership
now has two liabilities (one recourse, one
nonrecourse), and a distribution of $500 to
the guaranteeing partner would not result in
a disguised sale The fraction would be $500
x $5001$500, or 1. Thus, if in the example in
the text the distributee paner had guaran-
teed S500 of the liability (even on a bottom-
dollar basis), the distributes partner would
not have had a distribution for purposes of
Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(6). It is not certain,
however, whether the IRS could argue that
any of the anti-abuse rules in the Proposed
Interest Regulations could be applicable to
reverse this result.
44 Prop- Reg. 1.707-7(j)(7).
45 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(8). The IRS requested
comments on this proposed anti-abuse rule,
including examples of particular situations
where application of this rule would be
appropriate.
suant to the plan and the denominator
is the total amount of those liabili-
ties. 40 This rule does not apply, howev-
er, to any transfer of consideration to a
partner that is made with a principal
purpose of reducing the extent to
which any transfer is taken into ac-
count.4 Furthermore, a partner's
share of a liability is determined by
taking into account a subsequent re-
duction in the partner's share of the li-
ability if it is anticipated that the part-
ner's share of the liability will be
reduced pursuant to a plan that has as
one of its principal purposes minimiz-
ing the extent to which the partner-
ship's distributions will be treated as
part of a sale. 42
EXAMPLE: A partnership borrows
$1,000 on a nonrecourse basis and dis-
tributes the entire proceeds of the debt
to its two equal partners. Each part-
ner's allocable share of the liability is
$500 multiplied by the total consid-
eration transferred to the partners
($1,000) over the total amount of the
liabilities (also $1,000), so that there
will be no adverse tax consequences to
the partners.
If instead the partnership borrows
$1,000 on a nonrecourse basis and dis-
tributes only half of that amount to
one partner, the amount of the deemed
distribution is the distributee partner's
share of the liability ($500) multiplied
by a fraction of which the numerator is
the portion of the liability transferred
to the partner ($500) and the denomi-
nator is the total amount of the liabili-
ty ($1,000). The amount that would be
disregarded is thus only $250, and the
distributee partner would be deemed
to have received a transfer of consider-
ation of $250 that could be taken into
account for determining whether or
not there has been a disguised sale of a
partnership interest.43
In addition, the Proposed Interest
Regulations provide that for purposes
of determining whether a partner has
received a deemed distribution under
Prop. Reg. I.707-7(j)(2), if pursuant to
a plan a partner pays or contributes
money to a partnership and the part-
nership assumes one or more liabilities
of the partner, the amount of the liabil-
ities that the partnership is treated as
assuming is reduced (but not below
zero) by the money transferred. Like-
wise, for purposes of determining
whether a partner has made a contri-
bution to a partnership under Prop.
Reg. 1.707-7(j)(3), if pursuant to a
plan a partnership pays or distributes
money to a partner and the partner as-
sumes one or more liabilities of the
partnership, the amount of those lia-
bilities that the partner is treated as as-
suming is reduced (but not below
zero) by the money transferred. 44 And
because liabilities appear to be defined
for purposes of this provision by refer-
ence to Reg. 1.752-1, if a partner either
transfers or assumes a contingent lia-
bility under Prop. Reg. 1.752-7 the lia-
bility could be disregarded and the
partner could be deemed to have made
a transfer (or received a distribution)
that must be taken into account in de-
termining whether a disguised sale of
a partnership interest has occurred.
The Proposed Interest Regulations
also contain an anti -abuse rule con-
cerning liabilities.4* Under this provi-
sion, an increase in a partner's share of
a partnership liability may be treated
as a transfer of consideration by the
partner to the partnership, notwith-
standing any other rule in Prop. Reg.
1.707-7, if (1) within a short period of
time after the partnership incurs or as-
sumes the liability or another liability,
one or more partners of the partner-
ship (or related parties under Section
267(b) or 707(b)) in substance bear an
economic risk for the liability that is
disproportionate to the partner's inter-
est in partnership profits or capital,
and (2) the transactions are undertak-
en pursuant to a plan that has as one of
its principal purposes minimizing the
extent to which the partner is treated
as making a transfer of consideration
to the partnership that may be treated
as part of a sale.
This anti-abuse provision appears
to be misguided. It applies only to as-
sumptions of liabilities by a partner-
ship, and then it applies only if a part-
ner (or a related person) bears the
economic risk of loss with respect to a
liability out of proportion to the part-
ner's interest in partnership profits or
capital. Unfortunately, it is common
for a lender to require that one partner
(often the more credit-worthy partner)
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in a partnership to guarantee liabilities
of the partnership while other part-
ners of lesser means are not required
to provide their personal guarantees.
This anti-abuse rule could result in po-
tential disguised sale treatment for
these common transactions, and even
the potential application of this anti-
abuse rule by the IRS would be con-
trary to the certainty that the Proposed
Interest Regulations are intended to
provide.
Timing and Amount of the Disguised Sale
The complexity and controversy
caused by the foregoing aspects of the
Proposed Interest Regulations pale in
comparison with the rules concerning
the timing and amount of the dis-
guised sale. Under Prop. Reg. 1.707-
7(a)(2), if a disguised sale is deemed to
occur under Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a)(1),
the selling partner is deemed to have
sold, in whole or in part, its partner-
ship interest to the purchasing partner.
Transfers treated as a disguised sale
under this provision are treated as a
sale for all purposes of the Code (e.g.,
Sections 453,483,704, 708, 743, 751,
1001, 1012, and 1274). Thus, a dis-
guised sale of a partnership interest
could result in a termination of the
partnership, trigger recapture with re-
spect to "hot assets;' and bear imputed
interest, to name a few of the potential
consequences.
Most important, the Proposed Inter-
est Regulations provide that the sale of
the selling partner's partnership interest
is deemed to occur on the date of the
earliest transfer that is taken into ac-
count for purposes of determining
whether a disguised sale has occur-
red.46 This rule works adequately only
in some situations where there have
been simultaneous transfers of the
same consideration.
Thus, if the transfer of considera-
tion by the purchasing partner and the
transfer of consideration to the selling
partner are simultaneous, and the con-
sideration transferred is the same, the
partners and the partnership are treat-
ed as if, on the date of the sale, the pur-
chasing partner transferred that part-
ner's consideration (the "purchasing
partner's consideration') directly to
the selling partner in exchange for all
or a portion of the selling partner's in-
terest in the partnership. 47 That is, the
transfers to and by the partnership are
disregarded, and the steps are "re-or-
dered" as a transfer of consideration by
the purchasing partner to the selling
partner.
This rule starts to become prob-
lematic, however, if the transferred
consideration differs. Under the Pro-
posed Interest Regulations, if the
transfer of consideration by the pur-
chasing partner to the partnership and
the transfer of consideration by the
partnership to the selling partner are
simultaneous and the consideration
transferred is not the same, the part-
ners and the partnership are treated as
if, on the date of sale, (1) the purchas-
ing partner transferred that partner's
consideration to the partnership, (2)
the partnership transferred the consid-
eration to be transferred to the selling
partner (the "selling partner's consid-
eration") to the purchasing partner, (3)
the purchasing partner transferred the
selling partner's consideration to the
selling partner, and (4) the selling
partner transferred to the purchasing
partner all or a portion of the selling
partner's interest in the partnership.48
Thus, notwithstanding that the part-
nership never transferred an asset to
the purchasing partner, and notwith-
standing that the purchasing partner
never made a transfer to the selling
partner, the Proposed Interest Regula-
tions would create steps that did not
exist. Indeed, under the Proposed In-
terest Regulations, the two steps that
actually occurred (a transfer by the
purchasing partner to the partnership
and a transfer by the partnership to
the selling partner) would be recharac-
terized into four steps. The validity of
such a complicated recharacterization
of a transaction would seem open to
challenge as going beyond the statuto-
ry language or legislative history of
Section 707(a)(2)(B).
If the Proposed Interest Regulations
had stopped with simultaneous contri-
butions and distributions of differing
consideration, they still would have
been controversial. The Proposed In-
terest Regulations are even more trou-
blesome in the context of nonsimulta-
neous contributions and distributions
due to the rule that the sale is deemed
to occur on the date of the earliest
transfer.
Thus, if a selling partner receives a
distribution from a partnership and
the purchasing partner does not make
a contribution for another year, the
sale is deemed to occur on the date of
the selling partner's receipt of the dis-
tribution. Indeed, assuming that the
selling partner entered into a written
agreement to receive the distribution,
the sale would be deemed to have oc-
curred for all tax purposes as of the date
of the agreement (and not when the
selling partner subsequently received
money from the partnership). Similar-
ly, if there is a contribution by the pur-
chasing partner and the distribution is
not made to the selling partner for one
year, the selling partner would be
deemed to have sold its interest in the
partnership on the date of the contri-
bution by the purchasing partner, even
though the interest of the selling part-
ner would not have been reduced in
the interim.
The potential complexity of this
rule is reflected in the Proposed Inter-
est Regulations. Under Prop. Reg.
1.707-7(a)(2)(C), if the transfer of con-
sideration by the partnership to the
selling partner occurs before the trans-
fer of consideration by the purchasing
partner to the partnership (e.g., the
selling partner receives a distribution
in year 1 and the purchasing partner
makes a contribution in year 2), the
partners and the partnership are treat-
ed as if, on the date of sale, the pur-
chasing partner transferred an obliga-
tion to deliver the purchasing partner's
consideration to the partnership in ex-
change for the selling partner's consid-
eration, and then the purchasing part-
ner transferred the selling partner's
consideration to the selling partner in
exchange for all or a portion of the sell-
ing partner's interest in the partner-
ship. On the date of the actual transfer
of the purchasing partner's considera-
tion, the purchasing partner and the
46 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(al(2)(ii)(A). For this pur-
pose, a transfer is treated as occurring on
the date of the actual transfer or, if earlier,
on the date that the transferor agrees in
writing to make the transfer.
47 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a(2)(i0(B).
48 Id.
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partnership are treated as if the pur-
chasing partner satisfied its obligation
to deliver the purchasing partner's con-
sideration to the partnership.
The potential impact of this rule is
mind-boggling. Even though the pur-
chasing partner is not a partner in the
partnership under state law, and even
though the purchasing partner has not
transferred anything to the partnership,
and even though the purchasing part-
ner has not received anything from the
partnership, and even though the sell-
ing partner has not received anything
from the purchasing partner and not
relinquished any portion of its partner-
ship interest:
1. The purchasing partner is
deemed to have acquired an interest in
the partnership from the selling part-
ner.
2. The purchasing partner is
deemed to have received an obligation
of the selling partner from the part-
nership.
3. The selling partner is deemed to
have transferred an obligation to the
partnership.
4. The selling partner is deemed to
have transferred a portion of its part-
nership interest to the selling partner.
Furthermore, these transfers that
never occurred are deemed to have oc-
curred for all purposes under the
Code!
This rule is then mirrored in situa-
tions in which the purchasing partner
makes a contribution before there is a
distribution to the selling partner. Un-
der Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a)(2)(D), if the
transfer of consideration by the part-
nership to the selling partner occurs
after the transfer of consideration by
the purchasing partner to the partner-
ship, the partners and the partnership
are treated as if, on the date of the first
transfer, the purchasing partner trans-
ferred the purchasing partner's consid-
eration to the partnership in exchange
49 Prop. Reg. 1 .707-7(a)(2}(E)_
D Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a)(3)(ii). The complex cal-
culations are reflected in Prop- Reg. 1.707-
70I), Example 4.
51 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a)(4).
52 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a)(5). This rule should
minimize the extent to which the amount
deemed to be distributed is taxable.
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for an obligation of the partnership to
deliver the selling partner's considera-
tion and then the purchasing partner
transferred that obligation to the sell-
ing partner in exchange for all or a
portion of the selling partner's interest
in the partnership. On the date of the
actual transfer of the selling partner's
consideration, the selling partner and
the partnership are treated as if the
partnership satisfied its obligation to
deliver the selling partner's considera-
tion to the partnership.
Suppose a partner makes a contri-
bution to a partnership, and there is a
subsequent distribution (within two
years) that is presumed to be part of a
disguised sale. In that event, the pur-
chasing partner is deemed to have ac-
quired the selling partner's interest on
the date of contribution, even though
the purchasing partner was not aware
that it had acquired an additional in-
terest in the partnership (and the sell-
ing partner was not aware that it had
sold an interest in the partnership).
Presumably the purchasing partner
had a greater interest in the partner-
ship than it thought it had acquired,
the selling partner would have a small-
er interest, the purchasing partner
owed interest to the selling partner, the
selling partner accrued interest in-
come, and perhaps the partnership
terminated, all effective as of the date
of the purchasing partner's contribu-
tion. The Proposed Interest Regula-
tions emphasize that all of these trans-
fers are treated as having occurred for
all purposes under the Code, even
though none of the deemed transfers
ever took place!49
Amount. It is then necessary for the
partners to determine the amount of
the sale. Under Prop. Reg. 1.707-
7(a) (3) (i), the selling partner is treated
as selling to the purchasing partner a
partnership interest equal to the lesser
of the selling partner's consideration
or the purchasing partner's considera-
tion. That is, in any situation in which
the consideration transferred by the
purchasing partner is different than
the consideration received by the sell-
ing partner, there is a sale to the extent
of the common amount, and the excess
is treated as a contribution or a distri
bution as the case may be.
For purposes of applying this rule,
simultaneous transfers of considera-
tion by more than one purchasing
partner to a partnership or by a part-
nership to more than one selling part-
ner are aggregated. Each purchasing
partner is presumed to have purchased
that fraction of each partnership inter-
est sold equal to the consideration
transferred by that partner to the part-
nership, divided by the aggregate con-
sideration transferred by all purchas-
ing partners to the partnership. Each
selling partner is presumed to have
sold that fraction of the total partner-
ship interest sold equal to the consid-
eration transferred by the partnership
to that partner, divided by the aggre-
gate consideration transferred by the
partnership to all selling partners.50
Moreover, in computing the amount
realized by the selling partner on the
deemed sale of an interest, it is neces-
sary to take into account any reduction
in the selling partner's share of part-
nership liabilities that is treated as oc-
curring as a result of the sale.51 If a
sale of a partnership interest and ei-
ther a distribution by the partnership
to the selling partner under Section
731 or a contribution by the purchas-
ing partner to the partnership occur
on the same date, the reduction in the
selling partner's share of partnership
liabilities is computed immediately af-
ter the sale and before the distribution
or the contribution, as the case may be.
To the extent a reduction in a selling
partner's share of partnership liabili-
ties is included in the amount realized
by the selling partner on the sale of an
interest in a partnership because the
amount is treated as consideration re-
ceived by the selling partner, the
amount of the reduction is not also
treated as a deemed distribution under
Section 731. If a portion of a transfer
of consideration by a partnership to a
selling partner is not treated as part of
a sale of the selling partner's interest in
the partnership, but as a distribution
to the selling partner under Section
731, and the sale is treated as occur-
ring on the same date as the distribu-
tion, then the distribution is treated as
occurring immediately following the
sale.52
The IRS recognized that the Pro-
posed Interest Regulations could over-
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lap with the Property Regulations in
some situations. In that event, if a
transfer or consideration by a purchas-
ing partner to a partnership or a trans-
fer of consideration by a partnership
to a selling partner may be treated as
part of a disguised sale of property un-
der the Property Regulations and also
as part of a disguised sale of a partner-
ship interest, the disguised sale of
property is deemed to occur first. To
the extent that it is treated as part of a
sale under the Property Regulations,
such transfer is not taken into account
under the Proposed Interest Regula-
tions.53 Of course, this rule means that
a partner could be deemed to have
sold both property and a partnership
interest at the same time, even though
the partner did not receive a distribu-
tion from the partnership.54
The Examples
The Proposed Interest Regulations
contain nine examples.55 In the first
and simplest example, A and B each
own a 50% interest in partnership AB.
AB owns Blackacre with an FMV of
$400, and which is not subject to any
liabilities. On 5/25/08, C transfers $100
in cash to AB in exchange for an inter-
est in AB, and simultaneously AB
transfers $100 in cash to A. Because
there are no facts to rebut the pre-
sumption of a disguised sale, A is
deemed to have sold an interest in AB
with a value of $100 to C (and, al-
though not mentioned in the example,
presumably A could allocate one-half
of his basis to the portion of his inter-
est sold to C).56
In the second example, the facts are
the same, except that AB transferred
cash of $100 to A on 3/25108, and two
months later C transfers $50 in cash to
AB in exchange for an interest in the
partnership. Because there are no facts
to rebut the presumption of a dis-
guised sale,A is deemed to have sold
an interest in AB with a value equal to
the lesser of the consideration trans-
ferred by AB to A or the amount trans-
ferred by C to the partnership (i.e.,
$50). Because the transfer to A preced-
ed the transfer to C, all of the parties
are treated as if, on 3/25/08, C trans-
ferred an obligation to deliver $50 to
AB in exchange for $50 in cash, and
then C transferred that cash to A in ex-
change for a portion of A's interest in
AB with a value of $50. On 5/25/08,
when C actually transferred cash of
$50 to the partnership, C is treated as
satisfying the obligation to deliver $50
to AB.7 In other words, in order to
create a disguised sale out of this
transaction, C is treated as making a
transfer to A that never occurred, and
C also is treated as creating and subse-
quently satisfying an obligation that
never existed.
Partners are requi-ed to report
€onsistent with the K-Is they
receive buttiie .Prop. Regs.
could makea K-is 'tentative'
unI tw o years'ha'e passed.
The next example illustrates the
treatment of the contribution of one
property and the distribution of an-
other property as a disguised sale.58 A
and B each own a 50% interest in part-
nership AB, which holds Whiteacre,
real property with an FMV of $1,000
and a tax basis of $700, along with oth-
er assets and no liabilities. On 1/1/08,
C transfers Investment Property, with
an FMV of $1,500 and a tax basis of
$300, to AB, and simultaneously AB
transfers Whiteacre to B. There are no
facts to rebut the presumption of a dis-
guised sale, so B is treated as having
sold an interest in AB to C for an
amount equal to the lesser of the value
of the property contributed by C or the
property distributed to B, i.e., $1,000.
Because the transfers are simulta-
neous, the parties are treated as if C
transferred $1,000 of the Investment
Property to AB in exchange for
Whiteacre (a taxable exchange by the
partnership and C) and then trans-
ferred Whiteacre to B in exchange for a
portion of his interest in AB. Thus, AB
realized and recognizes gain of $300
($1,000 minus Whiteacre's basis of
$700), C recognizes gain of $800
($1,000 FMV of Whiteacre minus $200
of allocable basis) and B recognizes
gain of $ 1,000 minus the portion of B's
basis in AB that was deemed to be
transferred.59 In other words, a simple
contribution of one property to a part-
nership, followed by a distribution of
old-and-cold property by the partner-
ship to another partner, results in gain
recognition by both partners and the
partnership.60
The Proposed Interest Regulations
include two examples involving trans-
fers where a partnership has liabili-
ties. 61 In one example, A and B each
own a 50% interest in partnership
AB, which holds $100 cash and Or-
angeacre, a parcel of raw land with an
FMV of $860 that is subject to a nonre-
course liability of $360. The debt was
incurred in 1998 and is equal to the
purchase price of Orangeacre. Thus, A
and B each have net equity of $300 in
the partnership.
On 111/07, C contributes $100 to
AB in exchange for an interest in AB,
and on the same date, A receives a
transfer of $200 in cash from AB. Al-
though the nonrecourse liability is
a qualified one under Reg. 1.707-
5(a)(6), the exception for qualified lia-
bilities does not apply to disguised
sales of partnership interests. Thus, A
is treated as having sold an interest in
AB with a value of $100 to C (the lesser
of the amount contributed by C or the
amount of cash distributed to A).
For purposes of determining A's
taxable income, the amount realized by
A on the sale of its partnership interest
includes any reduction in A's share of
the $360 of partnership liability that is
53 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(a)(6).
54 For an example of a transaction in which
there is both a disguised sale of property
and a disguised sale of a partnership inter-
est, see Prop. Reg. 1.707-70), Example 7.
55 Because of their complexity, a discussion of
all of these examples is beyond the scope of
this article.
56 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7), Example 1.
57 Prop, Reg. 1.707-7(1), Example 2.
58 Prop. Reg. 1 707-(Il), Example 3.
59 C also is deemed to have contributed an
interest in the Investment Property worth
$500 to AS in exchange for an interest in
AB.
60 B would recognize gain, but AB and C would
not, if the exchange of the Investment
Property for Whiteacre qualified for non-
recognition under Section 1031.
61 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(0), Examples 8 and 9.
These examples are limited to simultaneous
transfers, thereby avoiding the more difficult
issues that arise in nonsimultaneous situa-
tions.
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treated as occurring as part of the
transaction. As a result of As sale of its
$100 partnership interest in AB to C,
A's share of the nonrecourse liability
was reduced to $120 from $180 (A
owned one-half of the partnership im-
mediately before the disguised sale
and one-third immediately after).
Thus, A's amount realized on the dis-
guised sale is deemed to be $160. As-
suming that A's basis in its partnership
interest was $120, andA sold one-third
of its interest, A would be deemed to
recognize gain of $120 on the sale. In
addition, A would be deemed to receive
immediately after the sale a distribu-
tion of $100, which would be taxable to
the extent that such distribution ex-
ceeded A's remaining basis in its tax-
able interest.62
The facts are the same in the next
example, except that AB does not make
a transfer to A. Instead, the partner-
ship assumes As personal recourse lia-
bility of $80, and only B and C are sub-
ject to the liability immediately after
the assumption. AB's assumption of A's
recourse liability is treated as a trans-
fer of $80 of consideration to A. A is
treated as having sold an interest in AB
with a value of $80 to C, and A also is
treated as having received considera-
tion to the extent that its share of the
nonrecourse liability was decreased
(from $180 to $133 immediately after
the deemed sale). Thus, A would be
deemed to have received consideration
of $127 on the sale of 80/300ths of its
interest in the partnership, and A
could use a similar proportion of its
basis to calculate its gain.
ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED INTEREST
REGULATIONS
For over 20 years, the Service had con-
cluded that it was not necessary or ap-
propriate to issue guidance concerning
62 As remaining basis in its partnership interest
is not clear. Assuming that the cash of $100
resulted from taxable income that was not a
contribution, A would have a basis of $130,
so the remaining distribution of $100 would
not be taxable. If, however, the $100 had
been contributed by B, A's remaining basis
would be only $80, so A would recognize
$20 gain on this distribution.
disguised sales of partnership inter-
ests. The Proposed Interest Regula-
tions are evidence that such forbear-
ance was appropriate.
Level upon level of problems are in-
herent in these Proposed Regulations.
The most obvious result from the rule
that the disguised sale of a partnership
interest is deemed to occur on the date
of the earliest transfer that is taken
into account. As a result of this rule, in
all situations except simultaneous
transfers the selling partner will be
deemed to have sold an interest in a
partnership, and the purchasing part-
ner will be deemed to have acquired an
interest, even though no transfer of the
interest has occurred.
In the case of n simuitaneous
transactions, the Prop. Regs.
alm~t iivrialy illlead to
results htati : ontrary to the
substantial-econoniic effect
rule's.,.
Some of the practical effects of this
proposed rule are immediately obvi-
ous. Assume that a partner received a
distribution from the partnership, and
also received a Schedule K-I from the
partnership allocating income to the
partner for that year. Within the fol-
lowing two years a contribution is
made by another partner and the pre-
sumption of a disguised sale is not ad-
equately rebutted. Presumably both
partners must amend their returns for
the year in which the sale was deemed
to occur, as well as for any intervening
years.
What if the partnership has termi-
nated in the interim? In that event it is
not clear what happens, but presum-
ably there was an initial sale to the
"new" partner. This initial sale could
have resulted in a termination of the
partnership (there could even be two
terminations, not one, depending on
the nature of the transfers).
Partners as lenders. The problems be-
come more acute, however, if the pur-
chasing partner also is a lender to the
partnership. In that situation, because
the sale is deemed to occur for all pur-
poses of the Code, presumably any lia-
bility of the partnership would need to
be allocated (on a retroactive basis) to
the purchasing partner. As a result, the
returns of all of the partners in the
partnership would need to be amend-
ed to reflect the reallocation of liabili-
ties. Moreover, many of the other part-
ners who were not involved in the
transaction could receive deemed dis-
tributions (due to a reallocation of
debt to the lending "partner,' which
could result in taxable income to
them). This could be a particularly
surprising result to a partner that may
have transferred its interest in the in-
terim!
"Hot assets!' What about "hot assets"
under Section 751? The Proposed In-
terest Regulations are silent on this
topic, but presumably the deemed sale
that occurs at the time of the first
transfer would trigger application of
all aspects of Section 751. This could
result in ordinary income to the part-
ner that is deemed to have sold its in-
terest as a result of the "hot assets" of
the partnership at that time, even if
such "hot assets" do not exist when the
new partner is admitted. And presum-
ably amended partnership returns
would need to be filed to address the
treatment under Section 751 of any
partner whose interest was redeemed
in the interim.
Amended returns. The whole issue of
amended partnership returns is com-
pletely ignored in the Proposed Inter-
est Regulations, but it is one of the re-
curring problems when the concept of
retroactive sales is considered. Part-
ners are required to report consistent
with the K-Is that they receive from
the partnership, but the Proposed In-
terest Regulations could make all K-ls
"tentative" until two years have passed,
because any contributions or distribu-
tions during the ensuing two years
could have significant tax conse-
quences to a current tax year. This will
be a significant administrative burden
for taxpayers, and it will make auditing
partnership returns all the more diffi-
cult for the Service.
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TEFRA partnerships. What if the
partnership is subject to the TEFRA
audit rules? It is not at all clear how the
coordinated audit rules would apply if
a person who was treated as a partner
by the partnership on its return is
deemed to have sold an interest in the
partnership. The determination of who
are the partners in a partnership is
usually a partnership item under Sec-
tion 6231, yet the determination
whether a partner has entered into a
disguised sale of all or a portion of its
interest requires partner-level deter-
minations that will be difficult (if not
impossible) for both the partnership
and the partner to make. How the IRS
will audit these situations in partner-
ship-level proceedings is unclear.
Passive loss rules. How about the pas-
sive loss rules? Assume that a purchas-
ing partner is deemed to have pur-
chased an interest in a partnership in
year 1, and that in year 2 the purchas-
ing partner makes a contribution to
the partnership and materially partici-
pates (within the meaning of Reg.
1.469-5) in all of its activities. If the
partnership incurred a loss in year 1,
that loss would appear to be subject to
the passive loss rules, notwithstanding
that the partner materially participat-
ed in all activities of the partnership
during the period that the partner
thought she "owned" an interest in the
partnership.
Awful as the prospect of these sur-
face problems may be, they pale in
comparison with the problems created
by the interaction of the Proposed In-
terest Regulations and certain other
provisions of the Code.
Prorated allocations. The most obvi-
ous conflict involves Section 706(d),
which was also enacted in the 1980s to
inhibit the spread of tax shelters. Un-
der that provision, income or loss of a
partnership may not be allocated to a
person for the portion of the tax year
in which the person is not a partner. In
other words, if a partnership incurs a
loss of $1,000 per month in year I and
Jane becomes a 50% partner on De-
cember 1 of that year, she can be allo-
cated only 50% of the loss that incurs
during December, or $500; the remain-
ing $11,500 of loss must be allocated
to the prior partners in the partner-
ship. The Proposed Interest Regula-
tions will permit taxpayers to make
end runs around Section 706(d) and
engage in the types of loss shifting that
the section was enacted to prevent.
EXAMPLE: Dan and Todd are equal part-
ners in a partnership that may (but will
not certainly) incur a loss in year 1.
Dan and Todd cannot use the loss. On
the first day of year 1, the partnership
makes a distribution to Dan of $100
and a distribution to Todd of $100,
which is equal to the value of slightly
less than one-half of their interests in
the partnership. If the partnership in
fact has income for year 1, Dan and
Todd can simply return the money to
the partnership, or keep it if it is equal
to their shares of partnership income,
and all is well. If the partnership has a
loss, however, Matt is willing to con-
tribute $200 to the partnership on De-
cember 31 of year 1. Matt will be
deemed to have acquired slightly less
than one-half of Dan's and Todd's in-
terests as of the first day of year 1, and
he will be able to report one-half of the
loss, Section 706(d) notwithstanding.
Capital accounts. Another problem
concerns the tax consequences of dis-
tributions and allocations that actually
occurred and the massive distortions
this.would create under the Section
704(b) Regulations.
EXAMPLE: Partnership AB has an FMV
of $400, and A is a 50% partner. A is al-
located taxable income, and receives a
distribution, of $100 from AB on
1/1/07. A also receives a cash distribu-
tion of $50 in that year that is not sub-
ject to one of the safe harbors in Prop.
Reg. 1.707-7. On 12/31/08, C makes a
cash contribution of $50. Thus, A will
be deemed to have sold 25% of her in-
terest inAB to C on 1/1/07. Presum-
ably A had $75 of taxable income, and
C had $25 of taxable income, from the
partnership in 2007. How is the cash
distribution of $100 to A to be treated?
Presumably A's basis and capital ac-
count would not increase by the 25%
of the taxable income in 2007, whereas
C's basis and capital account would be
increased by that amount. But A would
have no legal obligation to pay any
money to C. As a result, the partners
would have basis and capital accounts
that bear no relationship to the
amounts they are supposed to receive
from the partnership.
The Proposed Interest Regulations
will, in the case of nonsimultaneous
transactions, almost invariably lead to
results that are contrary to the rules re-
quiring substantial economic effect for
partnership allocations to be respected.
Tax-exempt partners. This will create
an even more significant problem for
tax-exempt organizations. As most
partnership practitioners are aware,
Section 514(c)(9)(E) sets forth a com-
plicated "fractions rule" for purposes
of determining whether partnership
allocations will avoid debt-financed
income for UBIT purposes. The alloca-
tions of a partnership that has debt
and any tax-exempt partner must have
substantial economic effect in order to
avoid UBIT.
EXAMPLE: A partnership that otherwise
complies with the requirements of Sec-
tion 514(c)(9)(E) has a tax-exempt
partner (EO). EO receives a cash dis-
tribution that is not subject to one of
the safe harbors under Prop. Reg.
1.707-7, and also is allocated taxable
income in year 1. In year 2, another
person contributes money to the part-
nership. Presumably there was a sale of
a partnership interest in year 1, and
the partnerships allocations in year 1
would now lack substantial economic
effect. As a result, EO would need to
amend its returns for year I to reflect
UBIT income, notwithstanding that
the partnership agreement contained
all of the language necessary to satisfy
the fractions rule.
Foreign partners. How about partner-
ships that have foreign partners?
EXAMPLE: Partnership CDE, which
owns U.S. real estate, has a foreign
partner (C), who receives a distribu-
tion on 1/1107. The partnership allo-
cates income to C, and it pays with-
holding on this income under Section
1446. In 2008, domestic taxpayer F
makes a contribution to the partner-
ship, so that C will be deemed to have
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sold a portion of his interest to F on
1/1/07. Thus, the partnership could be
liable for having withheld too much
income from C, but it will have not
withheld properly under FIRPTA.
The problem becomes even worse if
a partnership with only domestic part-
ners makes a distribution to one of its
partners in year I and then admits a
foreign partner in year 2; the partner-
ship should have withheld on the in-
come allocated to the foreign partner
for year 1, so the partnership will be li-
able for withholding tax that it never
knew was owed!
Corporate partners with NOLs. The
Proposed Interest Regulations also
could be used by corporations as a
sword against the IRS in order to avoid
expiring capital losses and effectively
to extend the carryover period.
EXAMPLE: A corporation incurs a capi-
tal loss in year 1, and it does not know
if it will generate a capital gain within
the five-year period to which the capi-
tal loss can be carried. The corporation
starts a new business, and instead of
forming a subsidiary corporation it
creates a partnership. If a capital gain
has not resulted, on December 31 of
year 5 the corporation can receive a
cash distribution from the partner-
ship. The corporation will then have
6 Prop. Reg. 1.707-7(j)(1I).
until December 30th of year 7 to admit
another partner to the partnership,
thereby generating a "deemed sale" on
December 31 of year 5, allowing the
corporation to generate a capital gain
to offset the expiring capital loss.
Allocation of liabilities. An even more
troubling aspect of the Proposed Inter-
est Regulations is their treatment of li-
abilities. Under these rules, realloca-
tions of partnership liabilities among
partners are not treated as transfers of
consideration, but this approach does
not apply if the transaction is other-
wise treated as a sale of a partnership
interest.63 The Proposed Interest Reg-
ulations do not require a cash contri-
bution and distribution for this excep-
tion to be applicable, however, and
expressly state that an increase or de-
crease in a partner's share of the part-
nership's liabilities is to be treated as a
cash contribution or distribution, as
the case maybe.
Thus, every time that a new partner
is admitted to a partnership and be-
comes liable for a share of the liabili-
ties of the partnership, there will be a
presumed cash contribution by that
partner and a presumed cash distribu-
tion to the other partners, even if the
new partner does not make a contri-
bution to the partnership. This means,
as a practical matter, that under the
Proposed Interest Regulations simply
admitting a new partner into any part-
nership that has liabilities will result in
a disguised sale of a partnership inter-
Practice Notes
The incorporation of the exceptions in Reg. 1.707-4 into the Pro-
posed Interest Regulations is likely to be the most important plan-
ning and "due diligence" consideration for practitioners if these
Regulations are finalized in their current form. A partnership will
need to test all of its nonliquidating distributions each year to make
certain that they qualify for the exceptions provided in Reg. 1.707-4.
Otherwise, any transfer by a partnership to a partner could be
caught within the broad sweep of the rules concerning disguised
sales of partnership interests and, in any event, could be subject to
the mandatory disclosure rules. Indeed, if the seven-year disclosure
rule in Prop. Reg. 1.707-8 is adopted, a partnership will have to care-
fully examine each and every distribution in order to determine
whether or not disclosure is required.
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est if any portion of the partnership's
liabilities is allocated to the new part-
ner. This result could not have been in-
tended. Moreover, if the new partner
makes a capital contribution and as-
sumes a share of the partnerships lia-
bilities, there also would be a deemed
distribution to the existing partners,
which again would result in a dis-
guised sale under the Proposed Inter-
est Regulations.
Investment partnerships. The Pro-
posed Interest Regulations contain an
exception for service partnerships,
presumably because there are capital
contributions to and distributions by
such partnerships every year, but they
ignore the fact that other types of part-
nerships also regularly have contribu-
tions and distributions. For example,
any investment partnership (or hedge
fund structured as a partnership) will
have frequent capital contributions
and will make nonliquidating distribu-
tions. Every investment partnership
will need to carefully analyze all of its
transactions incurred within a floating
four-year period (to pick up all prior
contributions and distributions) in or-
der to determine whether there has
been a prior disguised sale of a part-
nership interest. As a practical matter,
the Proposed Interest Regulations
would create a massive burden on any
investment partnership that makes
nonliquidating distributions (includ-
ing distributions of cash or property)
and also admits new partners.
Real estate partnerships. The Pro-
posed Interest Regulations also will
have a significant adverse impact on
the real estate industry.
Because of the need for capital for
tenant improvements, building main-
tenance, and ongoing capital require-
ments, it is extremely common to have
capital contributions on an ongoing
basis in the case of a real estate part-
nership. It also is common for excess
capital to be routinely distributed by
real estate partnerships, not only in or-
der to obtain a better return but also to
avoid potential claims of creditors.
Furthermore, new partners are fre-
quently admitted into real estate part-
nerships, particularly if capital is
needed or as the result of the partial
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liquidation of the interests of existing
partners (who want to "take some of
their chips off the table").
All of these typical transactions
will result in disguised sales of part-
nership interests under the Proposed
Interest Regulations. Indeed, even the
common transaction in which a real
estate partnership distributes a pre-
existing property to an exiting part-
ner in liquidation of its interest could
result in a disguised sale, because
only distributions of money in liqui-
dation of a partner's interest are ex-
empt.
Mom and Pop partnerships. The bur-
densome nature of the Proposed Inter-
est Regulations is not limited to invest-
ment partnerships and large real estate
partnerships, however.
EXAMPLE: Mom and Pop own a grocery
store, and heeding the advice of their
tax advisor they operate their grocery
store through a limited liability com-
pany. The LLC needs some money to
pay for inventory, so Pop advances
$1,000 to the business. The following
week, Mom needs some money to pay
the light and heating bills and to pay
for food, so she takes $1,000 out of the
till and spends it. Presumably Pop sold
a portion of his interest to Mom on
the date of the first advance, and an
enterprising revenue agent could im-
pose tax on them for simply operating
their grocery store as they always have
done.
The foregoing example may be a bit
absurd (presumably a revenue agent
would not attempt to impose any tax
liability on Mom and Pop in this situa-
tion), but it points to a fundamental
flaw in the Proposed Interest Regula-
tions: they apply to every transaction
in which one partner makes a capital
contribution and another partner
makes a capital withdrawal. This oc-
curs in numerous partnerships every
day, since many partnerships have one
partner who contributes capital and
another who needs money. Imposing
tax consequences on such transac-
tions as if there were a sale of a part
nership interest completely changes
the manner in which Subchapter K
operates.
CONCLUSION
What should be done? Certainly, the
Proposed Interest Regulations should
be sent back to the drawing board-
they are totally flawed. The rules that
apply to property contributions and
distributions, which are relatively rare
events in the life of a partnership,
should not apply to cash contributions
and distributions, which occur every
day. The presumptions will cause rou-
tine cash contributions and distribu-
tions to create myriad tax consequences
to the partners. This aspect of the Pro-
posed Interest Regulations needs to be
completely rethought by the IRS.
Indeed, it would be appropriate for
the IRS to reconsider the purpose of
Section 707(a)(2)(B) in the context of
disguised sales of partnership interests.
The two cases that Congress discussed
in the legislative history, Jupiter and
Communications Satellite, both involved
simultaneous transfers. If the Service in-
sists on addressing this issue at all (and
it can be argued persuasively that every-
one would be better off if this issue were
treated now as it has been for the last
two decades), it may be appropriate to
limit the presumption in the Regula-
tions to simultaneous contributions and
distributions, which are the transactions
that are most likely to constitute a dis-
guised sale. Every nonsimultaneous
transfer should be presumed not to be
part of a disguised sale, subject to the
Services ability to rebut this presump-
tion in abusive situations.
In addition, consideration also
must be given to the proposed exten-
sion of the disclosure period to seven
years. The extension to seven years for
property contributions and distribu-
tions may be appropriate, both be-
cause such events are rarer and be-
cause property contributions and
distributions may also trigger the ap-
plication of Sections 737 and
704(c)(1)(B), which are subject to a
seven-year period. In contrast, requir-
ing disdosure of every cash contribu-
tion and distribution within a seven-
year period will create a reporting
nightmare for most partnerships, par-
ticularly since such transactions only
rarely will constitute a sale in sub-
stance. The IRS will be buried in dis-
closures that are of limited value. 0
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